
Improving transport
connections to Whenuapai

Accommodating walking, cycling and public
transport is a priority so people have a choice in
how they travel. We’re planning now so that we
have enough land set aside to upgrade Brigham
Creek Road, Trig Road and Hobsonville Road, as
well as upgrade and extend both Mamari Road
and Spedding Road.

July 2022

Whenuapai is undergoing huge growth.
More homes will be built over the next 30
years, and a new business area in the
south of Whenuapai means there’ll be a
significant increase in jobs and people
working in the area. The transport network
needs to be upgraded so future residents
and workers can move around safely and
efficiently.

Brigham Creek Road

We’re proposing widening Brigham Creek Road
to accommodate walking, cycling and
public transport.

Brigham Creek Road is a key east-west
connection through Whenuapai, providing access
to State Highway 18 (SH18) at its eastern end
and State Highway 16 (SH16) at its western end. 

What we're proposing

In the future, the existing roundabout at the
western end will be upgraded to an interchange
providing access to potential future rapid transit
network, walking and cycling corridor and
Alternative State Highway corridor. Please see
the Strategic connections in north west
Auckland information sheet.

In addition, a proposed new, direct motorway
connection is planned in the future between
SH16 in the north and SH18 in the east. This
will reduce some of the east-west traffic
movements along Brigham Creek Road and
mean the road can better serve the local
community. The interchange of Brigham Creek
Road with SH18 would also be upgraded.
These and other projects are being investigated
by Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency.

Key features of Brigham Creek Road

Speed limit likely to be 50km/h

Four lanes

Walking and cycling facilities on both
sides of the road 

A bus every 7 minutes to and from the 
Whenuapai town centre in peak times

50



What Access and Tawa Roads could look like
What Brigham Creek Road could look like

Easier east – west connections through
Whenuapai.
Entry via a proposed new interchange at
the western end of Brigham Creek Road to
a new alternative state highway corridor to
west of Huapai.
Slower speeds along the full length of the
road to enhance safety.
Walking and cycling facilities will improve
safety for pedestrians and cyclists and
provide transport choice.

Benefits

Mamari Road
What we're proposing
We’re proposing widening and extending
Mamari Road to accommodate walking, cycling
and high frequency public transport. Mamari
Road will become an important north-south
corridor providing access within Whenuapai and
from Whenuapai to Westgate and other
destinations.
The extension of Mamari Road will connect with
Northside Drive, which will be extended to the
west including a bridge over SH16. South-facing
ramps onto SH16 from the new eastern section
of Northside Drive are being investigated by
Waka Kotahi. Mamari Road would become a
key access point to the Northside Drive southern
ramps.

What Mamari Road, and some sections of
Hobsonville Road could look like

Provide a high-quality north-south connection
to Westgate for buses.
Provide access between residential
development in the northern areas of
Whenuapai and employment opportunities in
the southern areas of Whenuapai.
Walking and cycling facilities will improve
safety for pedestrians and cyclists and
provide transport choice.

Benefits

Trig Road
What we're proposing
Trig Road will be upgraded between Brigham
Creek Road and Hobsonville Road to
accommodate walking, cycling and public
transport. A key north-south connection within
Whenuapai, it will play an important role
connecting the future Whenuapai business area
to the state highway network via Trig Road’s
east-facing ramps to SH18. New walking and
cycling facilities over SH18 will enhance travel
choices to access Westgate, the Whenuapai
business area and ferry services.

Key features of Mamari Road

50kph speed limit

Four lanes to enable 
dedicated bus lanes

Walking and cycling facilities on both
sides of the road 

A bus every 3-4 minutes in peak times
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What Access and Tawa Roads could look like

Benefits
Provides an improved north-south connection
within Whenuapai.
Better access to a range of transport choices
Improved future connections to employment,
commercial areas, residential areas and public
transport services.
Slower speeds along the full length of the road
to enhance safety.

Hobsonville Road
What we're proposing

Hobsonville Road is the key east-west
connection between Westgate and Hobsonville
Point. It provides resilience for SH18 and is an
important link between the ferry terminals and
Westgate. Hobsonville Road will support public
transport, walking and cycling. It will also support
access for freight and the adjacent business
areas.

Hobsonville Road is a long corridor and there
will be sections that will be widened to four lanes
where additional capacity is needed for buses or
vehicles, and other sections that will stay as two
lanes. Hobsonville Road between SH16 and
Luckens Road will be widened to four lanes to
provide priority for buses, then remain as two
lanes until Brigham Creek Road. Due to a
number of closely spaced intersections, the road
will then increase to four lanes until Hobsonville
Point Road.

Benefits
Provides an improved east-west connection
between Westgate and Hobsonville Point.
Better access to a range of transport choices
Improved future connections to employment,
commercial areas, residential areas and
public transport services.
Provides resilience for SH18.

Spedding Road West and East
What we're proposing

Spedding Road will be extended in both
directions, joining with Fred Taylor Drive in the
west (with a bridge over SH16) and Hobsonville
Road in the east (with a bridge over SH18).
These extensions will enable access to a
potential future rapid transit network, as well as
supporting bus services, walking and cycling
and improved access to the places people travel
to for work and social opportunities.

The existing section of Spedding Road from
Mamari Road to Trig Road will also be upgraded
and widened to the same standard as the new
extensions.

Key features of Trig Road

50kph speed limit

Two lanes

Walking and cycling facilities on both
sides of the road 

A bus every 15 minutes in peak times
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Key features of a widened Hobsonville
Road

50kph speed limit

2-4 lanes

Walking and cycling facilities on both
sides of the road 

A bus every 3-6 minutes in peak 
times
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Benefits of the Spedding Road extensions
An alternative connection through
Whenuapai, providing resilience to the
transport network.



What Access and Tawa Roads could look like

Two new bridge crossings will improve
connections into Whenuapai and reduce
the need for local traffic to travel through
the busy Brigham Creek and Westgate
interchanges to access local facilities.
Provides a direct connection and will be
safer for walking and cycling.
Improved connectivity for buses to join
up to a potential future rapid transit
network on SH16 and SH18.

What Trig Road, Hobsonville Road, and
Spedding Road could look like

Key features of Spedding Road West
and East extensions

Speed limit likely to be 50km/h

Two lanes

Walking and cycling facilities on both
sides of the road 

A bus every 7 minutes to and from the
Whenuapai town centre in peak times
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Provision of on-street parking for
these transport connections will
be determined at the next stage
of design, and will be subject to
further public engagement.
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